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Technically, at Secure Logiq we are agnostic as to where IP CCTV storage is geographically, we can provide 

resilient, cost effective solutions of any size onsite or offsite 'in the cloud'. All too often however cloud 

storage is mis-sold so I thought I would share a rant I recently sent to a customer who was approached with 

a cheap domestic style product disguised as an enterprise cloud solution – read the full story here, names 

have been removed to protect the innocent.
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“Cloud storage just isn't something people are going to pay for right yet. XXXXXXXX is a BS company, mis-

selling everywhere with very little industry knowledge and generally damaging the industries reputation and 

emerging solutions as it blazes its path to failure. Might sound extreme but the last thing we need is more 

mis-education in the industry.

Let me run this by you.

A standard HD (2 megapixel) camera has an average bandwidth of 3Mbps to record a half decent image (not 

overly compressed) at a half decent frame rate (6 images per second) assuming minimal scene complexity and 

movement in the scene. When there is movement or a complex scene (say trees, clouds, image noise in low 

light, rain etc etc) the bandwidth may peak at 12 Mbps.

A small retail CCTV system might have 16 cameras and medium industrial 80 cameras, A hospital might have 

300 and a large university 1000.

So a quick calc for a medium sized system

Average bandwidth 80 cams x 3 Mbps = 240 Mbps

Peak bandwidth 80 cams x 12 Mbps = 960 Mbps, lets call it 1 Gbps

Now go to http://www.speedtest.net. I live in the sticks but I share an exchange with the Queen so the 

internet isn't that bad, I generally have no issues streaming Netflix in HD. My download speed is 16.91 Mbps 

and my upload is 1.03 Mbps. I pay about £22 pounds a month for the broadband and line rental.

I am guessing that your results will be 'similar’.

So when designing the system  it doesn't really matter where the storage is (there are many arguments for 

and against onsite vs offsite) but you will need a minimum 240Mbps network, however you will need to allow 

for 1Gbps for busy periods.

The fun bit… Put in a call to your ISP and get a price for a guaranteed 240Mbps (upload and download) with a 

burst allowance of 1 Gbps.

Now decide if it is the right time to go cloud storage ;-)
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We did some illustrative quotations for XXX last year and essentially the annual transmission costs were on 

average 3 x the full storage hardware cost so you would have paid for the storage 10 times over by the end of 

the warranty period. There is also an initial set up cost for running fibre directly to the site as well as 

additional costs (and skills) in networking and routing equipment. In London these ranged from 2-6K per site 

but in more remote areas you can add a zero to this if at all possible.

I know XXXXXXX claim to have installs but funnily enough they seem to only mention Care homes and Housing 

associations. Both of these have something in common, notoriously tight (so low camera count, low resolution 

cameras) and minimal movement.”

There are of course benefits to cloud storage but I will cover that in a separate article.
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